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on December 23, 1991 in another case
establishing this standard, it was not
until September 2, 1992, four months
into the fourth period of review, that the
Department formally notified parties
that the four to one standard would be
applied in all circumstances for
distinguishing needle roller bearings
from CRBs. Hence, FAG claims that it
was not forewarned that such
merchandise would become part of the
margin calculation and standards of due
process of law were violated.

Torrington holds that the Department
properly included all CRBs, including
those with roller length-to-diameter
ratios equal to or less than four to one.
Torrington states that the respondents
were aware of the scope determination
10 months before they received the
questionnaire for the fourth review.

Department’s Position: We agree with
Torrington. In several prior scope
rulings, including one requested by
FAG, the Department stated that ‘‘the
ratio of 4 to 1 is the common industry
standard to distinguish a needle roller
bearing from a cylindrical roller bearing.
Accordingly, we have determined for
purposes of this scope proceeding that
the ratio of 4 to 1, as selected by the ITC
in its final determination, is the
dispositive ratio in defining the physical
characteristics of a needle roller
bearing.’’ See memorandum dated
December 23, 1991, ‘‘Final
Determination on the Request by FAG
for Exclusion of Certain Engine Crank
Shaft and Engine Main Shaft Pilot
Bearings from the Scope of
Antidumping Duty Orders: Ball
Bearings, Cylindrical Roller Bearings,
and Spherical Plain Bearings and Parts
Thereof From the Federal Republic of
Germany.’’ Conversely, those roller
bearings with roller length-to-diameter
ratios of less than 4 to 1 are properly
classified as cylindrical roller bearings
and are therefore subject to the
antidumping duty orders, as was stated
in a later memorandum. See
memorandum dated June 1, 1993,
‘‘Final Scope Ruling—Antidumping
Duty Orders on Antifriction Bearings
(Other than Tapered Roller Bearings)
from Germany: INA Walzlager.’’ This
determination has been upheld by the
CIT. See Koyo Seiko Co. Ltd. v. United
States, Slip. Op. 93–191 (CIT 1993).

Additionally, the Department’s scope
ruling issued in December of 1991 to
FAG clearly adopted an industry
standard which was applicable to all
cylindrical roller bearings. This
occurred well before the POR.
Moreover, the September 2, 1992,
clarification was issued long before
FAG’s questionnaire responses were
due. Therefore, there was no ambiguity

regarding the fact that the Department
would consider CRBs with roller length-
to-diameter ratios of less than four to
one to be covered in this review.

16E. Pre-Final Reviews
Comment 10: RHP, SNR, IKS, and

FAG request that the Department
authorize and implement pre-final
disclosure of computer programs and
printouts. Respondents claim that in
prior administrative reviews the
correction of clerical errors has been
delayed until many months after the
final determination. Respondents
maintain that the delay occurred
because an action was filed in the CIT
depriving the Department of jurisdiction
to correct the relevant errors. RHP
proposes that the Department either
delay publication pending analysis or
publish tentative final results so that
clerical errors can be corrected.

Department’s Position: As noted in
the previous review (see AFBs III (at
39786)), in the interest of issuing the
final results in a timely manner, the
Department cannot implement this step.
Furthermore, it is unnecessary. Because
there were few changes made between
the preliminary results and the final
results, the Department finds that
granting this request would cause
unnecessary delay in the release of the
final results.

Comment 11: SNR and FAG request
that upon final disclosure the
Department give parties a complete
printout of all positive margin sales
used by the Department in its final
determination. SNR and FAG maintain
that prompt release of complete
printouts is essential for their analysis
of the Department’s results.

Department’s Position: In response to
SNR and FAG’s request that additional
data be printed out for final disclosure,
we must decline to change our
procedure. It is not practical to print out
every bit of data that might be generated
by our computer programs. Therefore,
we have chosen to print out as much
data as is necessary to ensure that the
programs are functioning as intended.
While FAG and SNR may wish to
examine certain additional data, other
interested parties may wish to examine
still other data. In that printing out
additional data is not needed to ensure
the accuracy of our results and it is
burdensome to the Department to tailor
printouts for individual parties, we
must decline requests that additional
data be printed. Furthermore, we note
that all parties have access to the same
original data used by the Department
and complete copies of our computer
programs. Therefore, parties have the
ability to duplicate the Department’s

results and generate any additional data
they wish.

16F. Termination Requests
Comment 12: GMN argues that the

Department’s rejection of GMN’s
termination request is unreasonable and
constitutes an abuse of agency
discretion. GMN admits that it made a
late request to withdraw its request for
review and to terminate this review.
This review was requested by GMN in
order to obtain revocation of the order
against it. GMN declared bankruptcy on
December 1, 1993, but still tried to
complete the review and the sales
verification during the week of January
10, 1994. The only domestic competitor,
Torrington, did not object to GMN’s
request. Federal-Mogul, an interested
party although not a competitor, filed an
objection. GMN responded to this
objection, but Federal-Mogul did not
respond to GMN’s rebuttal. According to
GMN, the use of the BIA rate is in no
way reflective of GMN’s recent history.
GMN notes that because the request for
review was made by GMN itself, and its
existing deposit rate was zero percent,
its late request for withdrawal from the
review could only be motivated by the
bankruptcy. By allowing Federal-Mogul
‘‘veto power’’ over GMN’s request, the
Department abdicated its statutory right
to exercise discretion in such matters.

If the Department rejects GMN’s
request to withdraw, and if the
Department maintains that it cannot
calculate a margin for GMN without
further verification, GMN suggests that
we sever GMN’s review and place it on
a separate schedule.

Department’s Position: The
Department has determined that it
would be inappropriate to terminate this
review for GMN. Our decision is based
on the fact that GMN’s request to
terminate the review was submitted
during the verification process, an
advanced stage of the review process,
and that we were unable to complete
sales and cost verifications successfully.
Moreover, GMN was aware that it would
be unable to complete verification, and
thus that its margin would probably be
based on BIA when it requested the
termination. We also note that Federal-
Mogul objected to termination of the
review.

Although GMN substantially
cooperated with our review, we
consider the inability of a respondent to
complete a verification in progress to be
a serious matter. Though GMN’s
pending bankruptcy may have played a
role in GMN’s inability to complete the
verifications, we cannot determine what
other factors may have hindered the
verifications. We note that, at the


